[The effect of comorbid headaches in patients with epilepsy on clinical pathomorphosis of the disease].
Of 404 adult patients with epilepsy (E) with a period of follow-up from 5 to 26 years (mean 8.5 +/- 3.0) a group of 168 people was distinguished by presence of comorbid headaches (HAs) of various types: by origin--primary and secondary, by relation to occurrence of epileptic seizures--inter- and periictal. In general, the presence of comorbid HA did not affect the prognosis for remission of epileptic seizures in patients of all etiologic groups (idiopathic, cryptogenic, and symptomatic). Primary HAs were mainly observed in cryptogenic and idiopathic E, and secondary--in symptomatic E. It is in the group of patients with symptomatic epilepsy and HAs the clinical pathomorphosis depending on the etiology of the disease has been marked. HA in patients with vascular E haven't worsen the prognosis of the disease: 86.7% of patients were in remission, indicating the positive clinical pathomorphosis of this form of E. At the same time, a negative long-term clinical pathomorphosis of symptomatic E was observed in comorbidity of HA with posttraumatic E, with mesial temporal sclerosis and with E due to the brain space-occupying lesions, or the consequences of their removal. In these cases the patients developed more often drug-resistance. Pseudo-resistance was observed in patients with E and HA in multiple sclerosis and in alcoholic E.